
Nine Simple Ways to Know if Gentle Yoga is Right for You! 

1. If you’re looking for a form of exercise that is not strenuous but allows you to stretch 

and strengthen your body…Yoga Over Easy classes with Joan can help!  

2. If you are stiff, have tight muscles but find that when you move your body things 

tend to loosen up and feel better… our classes can improve your range of motion and 

make movement easier.  

3. If you spend a lot of your time at work sitting and have developed chronic back and 

neck pain, our gentle yoga practice will work wonders for you!  

4. If you are a busy active person and want to become more flexible and fit… Yoga 

Over Easy classes offer you a gentle guided experience for getting into better shape.  

5. If you are interested in a kinder, more gentle way to treat yourself as you explore 

ways to become more physically fit, we’ll teach you how to become a compassionate 

self-nurturer and feel better in the process!  

6. If you find being with a supportive group of people makes a difference, you will feel 

right at home with our warm, friendly and caring group.  

7. If you think that you are too old or not flexible enough to do yoga, you’ve been 

misinformed. With the right teacher who knows how to instruct a more inclusive yoga 

class, your experience will be deeply relaxing, your body will open safely, stretch 

gradually and expand easily and well.  

8. If you want to engage in a simple yet highly effective method for reducing stress, 

becoming more focused and present in each moment, Yoga Over Easy offers gentle 

classes are perfect for doing so!  

9. If you are serious about making some permanent, positive changes in your life that 

will forever change the way that you see the world and yourself 

 

This helpful guide is brought to you by Joan Stenzler, 500-hour certified in Kripalu Yoga 

teaching the NY Metropolitan Area for the past 18 years. 

For information about Joan’s Gentle Yoga program at Hillcrest Jewish Center in Fresh 

Meadow, NY (Queens near the Nassau border) call her at 646-250-5379 

Be sure to ask for your invitation to our next FREE Gentle Yoga Class for you & a friend! 

 

For information and dates for our next yoga class series go to: 

https://yogashrink.wixsite.com/yogainstruction/our-classes 

 

https://yogashrink.wixsite.com/yogainstruction/our-classes

